100   CONSTITUTION OP EASTERN CHURCHES
(1774) that near the end of the seventh century when the
Monothelite heresy threatened to overwhelm the Patriarch-
ate of Antioch, the Maronites secured the election ^of a
patriarch who was confirmed in office from Rome, receiving
the dignity of the pallium.1 But even granting what is de-
cidedly open to doubt, namely, that this pope was correct
in his statement regarding the papal confirmation of the
election of John Maro, which took place more than one
thousand years before he wrote, the contemporary testi-
mony of William of Tyre to the condition of the Maronites
in the twelfth century proves that the nation had long been
in a state of heresy and schism. Here is a translation of the
passage from the prolix Latin of the period.
"In the meantime, while the kingdom [the Latin king-
dom of Jerusalem] rejoiced in temporal peace, as we have
said before* a certain nation of Syrians in the province
of Phoenicia, dwelling in the region of the heights of the
Lebanon, near the city of Byblos, experienced a great change
in their condition. For while they had for almost five hun-
dred years so followed the error of a certain arch-heretic,
named Maro, as to be called Maronites; and, being es-
tranged from the church of the faithful, had maintained
a separate worship, returning now, through divine influence,
to a sound mind, by shaking off their lethargy, they joined
themselves to the Patriarch of Antioch, Aimericus, who was
1 Quoted by Pere S. Vailhg in his recent article, " Origines Reli-
gieuses des Maronites," found in the "Echos d'Orient," tome IV (1901).
Tomes VI and VII contain articles by the same author, dealing with
different phases of the question; that in the former being an answer
to Dibs's work, above mentioned. The Maronite literature regarding
the subject is considerable. As early as 1679 Faustus Nairon published
in Rome an elaborate treatise entitled "De Origine ac Religione Maron-
itarum." Other works are by Gabriel Sionita, Stephen Edenensis,
Abraham Echelensis, G. Notain Der'auni, etc. The work of the last-
named author entitled "Cerenici Storici sulla Nazione Siro-Maronita,"
published in Livorno (Leghorn) in 1890, attempts to prove that the
true succession to the chair of Antioch is exclusively in the line of
the Maronite patriarchs. In the prints of Yunanna Marun, found, in
the ecclesiastical books, he is represented as a patriarch in full canon-
icals, treading under foot a half-naked man, representing heresy, who
grasps an open book from which a serpent is crawling.

